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A Low-Noise Active Bandpass Filter
Wolfgang Schwab, Member, IEEE, and

Abstract— The design of narrow-band active bandpass til-

ters with high-gain and low-noise figure is described. The filter
configuration is a combination of low-loss suspended stripline
resonators and active microstrip circuits with FET devices. Mea-
sured results of this inter configuration with two resonators and
one active circuit are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N MICROWAVE RECEIVERS, low-noise amplifiers are

used to improve system sensitivity. Placed at the receiver

input, the amplifier reduces the noise contributions of all

following receiver components like mixers, filters and IF

amplifiers.

On the other hand, to avoid intermodulation products by
strong signals outside the desired frequency band, a bandpass

filter at the receiver input is desired; this, however, introduces

additional losses affecting directly the overall noise figure.

One way to overcome this problem are active bandpass

filters with high-gain and low-noise figure, rejecting spurious

frequencies at the input and reducing t$e noise contribution of

all following stages. A further advantage is the integration of

bandpass filter and low-noise amplifier into one circuit.

Many active bandpass filters have been published, but only
a few have investigated the noise properties, e.g., [1], partly

with poor results concerning the noise figure [2].

In this letter, an active bandpass filter configuration with

narrow-band characteristic, high-gain and low-noise figure is

described. It combines the advan~ges of suspended stripline

and microstrip. In this way, active bandpass filters up to

millimeter-wave frequencies can be designed.

II. DESIGN

The bandpass filter configuration is a chain network of

transmission line resonators, inverters, and active FET circuits.

At the center frequency of the passband, the input terminal

impedance Zin is matched to the input impedance Z@ of

the active circuit by a resonance transformation (Fig. 1). In

contrast to [3], impedance matching is chosen to get maximum

insertion gain. The resonator length is

~ = arg(rin) – arg(r~)
res

2p ‘
(1)

where O is the propagation constant of the transmission line

resonator, and rin and ra are the corresponding reflection
coefficients. With the inverter constant K, the desired 3-dB
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an active stage with input filter network.

bandwidth can be adjusted. The second inverter constant is

calculated as function of K to

“=- ‘2)

20 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission IIine

resonator. In the same way, the output impedance of the active

circuit is matched to the output terminal imped~ce.

This filter configuration can be extended by additional

resonators and active stages. In that case, the respective output

impedance is matched to the input impedances of the following

element.

The design procedure is valid for all kinds of transmission

lines. For the first design, a filter configuration employ-

ing suspended stripline and microstrip technique was chosen

combining the advantages of both transmission line types.

Suspended stripline has considerably small losses and is well

suited for high-Q resonators. On the other hand, microstrip

offers advantages concerning the ground connection of FIW’s

and the better availability of CAD-tools for bias netw,ork

design.
Fig. 2 shows the filter set-up with one active circuit, two

resonators and 50-0 suspended striplines for input and output

connection. The active circuit is a FET in common-source

configuration with short sections of 50-0 input and output lines

and bias networks for gate and drain in microstrip technique.

The resonators are 100-fl suspended stripline sections. ‘I’he

measured losses of these suspended striplines are four times

smaller than those of the microstrip lines. The inverters are

formed by the transitions from the connection lines to the

resonators, placed on different sides of the substrate, and by

the transitions from the resonators to the microstrip circuit [4].

Additionally, these transitions provide the necessary dc stops.
In such a capacitive configuration, FET’s normally are stable

even at low frequencies, and no additional resistive network is

necessary which would reduce gain and increase noise figume.

In the first design step, the S-parameters of the FET are

measured on a microstrip substrate with the same configuration
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Fig. 2. Set-up of active filter employing suspended stripline and microstrip
technique.

as in the filter. Next, the resonator lengths and inverter con-

stants are calculated as shown before. The required transition

dimensions of both transition types are calculated with a

full-wave spectral-domain method [5]. Finally, the resonator

lengths have to be corrected according to the S-parameter

phase angles of the transitions.

III. RESULTS

Two active filters for a center frequency of 10 GHz with a

3-db bandwidth of 420 MHz (#1) and 535 MHz (#2) were

fabricated and tested. As FET devices, SIEMENS CFY25

MESFET’S with 0.5-pm gate length and 6x40-pm gate width

were taken. The measured minimum noise figures for several

devices were in the range from 1.9 dB to 2.2 dB. The

filters were fabricated on RT/Dt.iroid 5880 substrate with 254-

#m height and fixed in a brass housing with SMA coaxial

connectors.

Fig. 3 shows the magnitudes of the S-parameters versus

frequency of filter #1 measured at the corresponding bias point

(U~~ = 3.0 V, 1~~~ = 35.7 mA, 1~~ = 30% I~~s) with

minimum noise figure. The small shift of the center frequency

is due to tolerances in the fabrication process, deviations of

the FET parameters and the accuracy of the S-parameter

measurements.

In Table I, the measured results of noise figure and asso-

ciated gain at center frequency are presented for both filters.

The achieved noise figures are extremely low according to the

measured minimum noise figures of the single MESFET’s.

IV. CONCLUSION

A concept for narrow-band active bandpass filters with high-
gain and low-noise figure has been described. The design

procedure can be applied up to millimeter-wave frequencies.
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Fig. 3. Measured magnitudes of the S-parameters versus frequency of
filter #1.

TABLE I
MEASUREDNOISEFIGUREAND ASSOCiated GAIN

AT CENTER FREQUENCY

Filter NFldB G.s,0. I ~

#1 2.3 11.9

#2 2.0 10.7 —

In a first step, filters with a single active device were designed,

fabricated and tested. The filters show very good results

concerning insertion gain and noise figure. Further work will

be the design of filters with more active stages at higher

frequencies.
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